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EA1375 ETERE LIVE SPORTS PLAYER

Part of the MAM solution, compile and broadcast multiple real time 
customisable live playlist. Broadcast your live sporting events with the 
cost efficient and user friendly Etere Live Sports Player.

Live sporting events can be unpredictable, but with the Etere Live Sports Player, 
users can easily stay on top of their game. Part of the Media Asset Management 
System, the Etere Live Sports Player streamlines the broadcasting process of 
unpredictable events such as live sporting events. 

Broadcasting Live Sports is made accessible with the cost efficient and user 
friendly Etere Live Sports Player. 

Etere Live Sports Player is a fully customisable system that has been optimised to 
work for touchscreen. With remote access, users can control devices of the control 
room such as: video and audio switcher, light mixer, VTRs, playouts, title machine, 
generic GPI devices and multiviewer. All the functions of each device can be 
allocated as a "shortcut panel", through the full device panels, through the scripting 
language, or fully automated. The communications with devices are full duplex so 
each command has a real time feedback. Main interface could be composed with 
all the main features of each devices, so the feedback of the automation will be 
easier. 

Future-proof Signal and Platform Management
Make a self-paced transition to a revenue-generating all-IP future by deploying the 
latest standards-based technologies to ensure future-proof, interoperable 
workflows and seamless support for UHD and hybrid SDI-IP infrastructures. 

Remote Production
Enable agile, virtualized productions by using IP-based technology to connect on-
site cameras and a centralized remote facility; save IP bandwidth and router port 
counts via tight metadata integration between replay server and monitoring 
platforms.

Live Sports Player

Live Sports Player

Key Features

■ Broadcast exciting sports games with the Etere Live Sports Player
■ Flexible configuration options
■ Scalable architecture, highly adaptable with changing needs
■ Distributed architecture and highly fault resilient
■ Live logging and highlights creation
■ Multiplatform distribution
■ Show management and studio production
■ Multicam ingest capabilities
■ Monetisation opportunities
■ Control room automation combines video and audio switcher, 
Lights mixer, Multiviewer, Plauouts, VTRs, Generic GPI devices, 
Titles, etc inside unique interface
■ Live content inventory
■ Touchable Interface
■ Full remotely access to controls room devices, directly and 
automated
■ Easily deploy run-down over your predefined format
■ Record direct actions and save on custom-functions
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